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0 >>> Its name comes from "Vocaloid"; however, Vocaloid
is designed for singing, and Voiceroid.ru, based on its
capabilities, is engaged in writing music (using
synthesizers) and publishing albums. In May 2014, the
website Voicercore.com published information about the
bankruptcy of the company. Revenue for 2014 was $1.5
million. At the end of June 2020, the company filed for
bankruptcy. The main profile of Voiceroo is the music
project Voicert, but also the site Voocorder.com, on the
basis of which Animation projects and video games were
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also produced. Even before the opening of Voicervo, the
creators constantly had problems with legal entities and
other bodies. Vokeroid spread all over the world, and its
developers soon earned a tidy sum on the localization of
Voicersoft. Representatives of the Chinese company
SooamJiah Composite (known in the fashion world as "Z"
and "Baby Boy") promoted VoicÃ©tion as a kind of clothing
- fortunately, people around the world appreciated their
courage. Also in Russia, the Swedes paid attention to it,
but no competitors appeared in Runet. By 2012, Voxeroid
3D was out on PC and met with an overwhelming success:
over 11 million copies. Remote Control is a virtual reality
drone control simulator using a keyboard and touchpad.
The idea for the game originally belonged to Vocaloids, not
their creators. The events of the game (shootout between
two guards) take place in the "Treasury", which was under
the influence of an attack by alien forces. An RV3 drone,
controlled by an operator, attacks his opponent, who tries
to stop the RV drone during a rollover, but gets under his
protection and loses control. If the player doesn't give up
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within thirty seconds, the OD2-CT01 RV turns into an
Overdrive, which has tremendous destructive power and
despite having only a fraction of the RV's power, it can be
destroyed with a special knife hidden in the control. This
game was originally published by Sony Computer
Entertainment in 1987 and is the second in the Silent
series
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